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Optimal Printing Solution Overview
Introduction to Fineprint
Over the past decade, enterprise printing has migrated from a non-managed to a managed market.
Managed models in the market, generally referred to as a Managed Print Services (MPS), typically
offer hardware with a combination of various software tools and logistic assistance.
Even though MPS have become a widely-acknowledged services model with international
associations of suppliers, there are few formal guidelines or standards associated with this particular
model.
Over the past ten years, Fineprint has built a technical model based on the principles of precision
engineering and packaged it into a commercial model that we refer to as an Optimal Print Solution –
specifically tailored for enterprise and production printing.
The aim of a precision print environment is to meet the enterprise print demand with a formal
solution that will be the most efficient solution possible, provided at the lowest possible cost.
In this document, we will discuss the core principles of precision printing and further discuss the
Optimal Print Solution model.

Introduction to Optimal Printing Solutions (OPS)
Fineprint developed an Enterprise Print Lifecycle Management model called ‘Optimal Printing
Solution (OPS)’. The difference between OPS and MPS is that Fineprint built a formal framework,
modelled on Precision Engineering standards, controlling the design, layout and management of an
Enterprise Printing environment. Following the framework will ensure to build an Enterprise Printing
Architecture that will be optimally efficient at an unbeatable cost and finally be sustainable
throughout the lifecycle.
Even though there is substantial effort required to implement an OPS, the framework is mature,
therefore put even less impact on the enterprise in comparison to a MPS implementation. Due to
the high levels of precision implemented in OPS, the cost required for the tools and services is selffunded and recovered within a few months. The most ideal time to implement an OPS strategy,
however, is at the point of technology refresh as the OPS infrastructure would save a company
between 30 – 50% of the upfront investment, therefore the payback of OPS costs will be immediate.
Fineprint as a company remains entirely neutral to any supply of direct printing expenses and make
all our income solely on the design and lifecycle management of OPS.

Precision Enterprise Printing (Technical methodology within OPS)
Precision enterprise printing seeks to combine the demands of both the enterprise user and that of
the institution to achieve an optimal combination of supply and strategy.

Enterprise User demand
The enterprise user is the tail that wags the dog. Enterprise print sustainability is predominantly
obtained by meeting the enterprise user’s demands. Generally, the market defines user demand by
basic requirements, whereas the Precision Model measures the demands in optimal availability,
minimum interaction and quality.
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The Enterprise User demand, as discussed below, will enhance user acceptance levels if built
correctly. User acceptance levels can and should be measured constantly and even though it is not a
scientific indicator, it has measurable consequences if not sustained.
User acceptance levels act both as A) a sustainability indicator (high levels of satisfaction indicate
high levels of sustainability) and B) an efficiency indicator. In other words, a satisfied user will not
spend unnecessary time administrating, complaining or interacting with the printing processes but
will rather use that time productively to work.

Optimal availability
Optimal availability is defined as the ability to make the functions and features required by users at
the time when they are required and in line with the frequency of the user’s demand, available. In
other words, if the user prints A3 often, capacity should be built geographically closer to that user.
The optimal availability process has a direct impact on architectural, hardware, logistics and support
services:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Architecture – to build the infrastructure in a configuration where the features and functions
required are distributed in line with the frequency of demand;
Hardware – a printer is available when it is on, technically functioning, contains the required
consumables, etc;
Logistics – on-time delivery of services and consumable replenishments;
Support services – sufficient back office support to enable onsite suppliers and staff.

To illustrate this concept more practically, we will use paper as a typical example of print availability.
A printer is not available if it does not contain paper. There however could be a multitude of
reasons as to why that device is without paper . Some reasons include:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

The printer paper input capacity is insufficient (relates to architectural design);
There is a paper jam in the machine (relates to hardware);
The on-site team failed to deliver paper to the machine before it ran out (logistics);
Procurement failed to order paper (support services).

Irrespective of why the paper is not available, unavailability of paper results in the service not being
available, thus compounding user frustration and reducing overall service stability.
Fineprint has developed an Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) calculator to evaluate enterprise
print demand. This calculator accounts for user architecture in order to design an optimal equipment
and configuration layout to support optimal availability.

Minimum interaction
The enterprise user frustration is directly linked to interaction levels. The more the user is required
to interact with any part of the service, the higher the frustration level and the lower the overall
service sustainability.
Fineprint designed minimum interaction methodologies to assist clients in designing the
infrastructure, logistics and support structures with the right processes, systems, policies to
minimise input on all levels. An effective minimum interaction plan will further enhance availability.
Minimum interaction is a product of firstly optimal availability and secondly automation. To follow
up on our paper example above, the optimal availability calculations within the Fineprint OEE
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calculator will define a paper input level that will ensure most efficient paper input configurations
that would enhance both availability and minimum interaction.

Quality
Unlike with analogue printing processes, there is no official ISO standard that measures enterprise
print quality and as quality reduces the enterprise print user becomes increasingly frustrated.
Sustaining quality is also a complex science that is a product of best design models, but it further
depends on preventative maintenance and quality assurance processes.

Enterprise print efficiency
Fineprint defines Enterprise Print Efficiency as sustaining user acceptance levels with an optimal
availability, minimum interaction and acceptable quality infrastructure.

Institutional demand
Institutional demand differs from the enterprise user’s demand, although it starts by ensuring
Enterprise Print Efficiency (optimal availability, minimum interaction and acceptable quality).
Enterprises further target best cost, green IT initiatives, security, management reporting, strategic
alignment and general compliance to internal governance, policies and procedures.

Best Costs
Best cost is defined as the sum of an organisations fixed and variable cost in relation to its alignment
with benchmarked industry costs and size. Sufficient investment is thus required in order to achieve
an optimally designed organisational infrastructure and application.
Best cost strategies differ vastly from low cost strategies; however, best cost in relation to the print
environment will always cost less than a low-cost design. In addition, best costs are sustainable,
whereas low costs are often not. Best cost strategies seek to further enhance business efficiencies
that are not common in low cost strategies.

Green IT initiatives
Green IT initiatives are all about reducing the carbon footprint of a solution. Green IT strategies need
to be considered and entrenched into the design, management and disposal phases of a printing
solution.
In the design phase, power consumption and CO2 Emissions should be evaluated in the procurement
decision. During the management stage, the setup of standby and sleep modes, management of
waste paper and consumables, the management of demand factors such as duplex printing, toner
exposure management and secure release, all play a critical and should thus be carefully planned
and executed.

Security
Security is the new buzzword - and rightly so – seeing that there are multiple security implications
that need to be considered during the design, continuous management and disposal of printing
assets that need to be enforced.
During design, the purpose and role of hard disk drives in printers, the compliance with ISO and IEEE
standards, the architectural output design (difference between secure release and open release
architectures), etc. should be carefully considered.
During management, the movement of infrastructure (especially with imbedded hard drives),
printing demand management, waste management, access to information, constant match of fleet
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configuration to PDI standards, etc. should also be undertaken with a high degree of care and
planning.
Most clients have comprehensive disposal policies that dictate the controls required in order to
dispose of waste and other assets that need to be adhered to.

Management reporting
Still today we find institutions that have no management reporting for their enterprise printing
environments. These architectures are classified as ‘Non-Managed’ architectures.
In order for an environment to classified as ‘Managed’, a number of systems are required. Very few
institutions however, deploy all the necessary systems found in a fully managed architecture. For
more information, see the management systems checklist in the Optimal Print Environment section
below.

Best strategy
Best strategy is not the same for all institutions as it can vary depending on: a client’s infrastructural
setup, the fixed costs associated with existing capacities, an institutions ability to access funding and
business specific requirements or limitations.
Nonetheless, we have engaged with clients who spend adequate time evaluating and refining their
organisational infrastructure and print strategy to procure efficiently and cost effectively.

Internal policies and procedures
Clients have internal policies and procedures that need to be taken into account at the design,
rollout and disposal of infrastructure and services.

Optimal Printing Solution Framework (OPSF)
Client’s often share that Precision enterprise printing as summarised above sounds great, however
their primary concern is, “how on earth do you obtain this in a complex enterprise”?
For this very reason, Fineprint built the “Optimal Printing Solution Framework (OPSF)”.
The OPSF contains all the low-level elements required when structuring an Optimal Printing Solution
(OPS). Namely, it contains relevant scorecards that sort various elements into certain categories of
importance to indicate a general compliance level in terms of OPS.
The Figure 1 - OPS results dashboard shown below is based on an actual client data. The information
displayed in the Current column is referenced by tables that contain low level detail on each of these
results. The Targeted results are agreed in a strategy session with a client after an initial assessment
report is delivered and discussed in granular detail.
Achieving the targeted position will result in a substantial increase in technical and operational
efficiencies as well as cost savings.
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Current Management Type
Security Compliance
Environmental complexity
Overall Equipment efficiency

Technical

OPS Results Dashboard
Current
Targeted
Reference
Non-Managed (0.25)
Optomised (1) Table 1
59%

47% Table 3
50-70% Table 4

1238 PPPM
Demand

Colour Print volume per month

100% Table 2

25%

Average user print volume
Mono Print volume per month

10%

1,540,359

754,776 Table 5

239,065

Green IT compliance

523 PPPM
117,142

34%

75% Table 6

R

672,223.59 R

460,809.27

Printing variable cost

R

1,441,386.38 R

751,538.86

R

2,113,609.98 R

1,212,348.13

Total average monthly cost

Cost

Printing Fixed cost

Cost savings
Fixed cost validation
Asset verification accuracy

2.8%

Validations

Print cost as percentage of turnover

43% Table 7
1 - 3% (Gartner 2012)

100%
98%

Figure 1 - OPS results dashboard

Supporting OPS tools
Fineprint has developed several tools to assist the market with a comprehensive OPS evaluation,
benchmarking and management exercise. These tools include:
•

•

•

•

Asset360 – a world-first, asset management system that includes a fixed, rental and loan
asset register with an OEE calculator and load balancing tool tailored for Enterprise Printing
Infrastructure Management.
‘Buy versus lease’ Calculator – this tool takes a client’s cost of capital, tax obligations and
market factors such as CPI into account to calculate the breakeven point where cash and
finance costs meet.
Power Consumption Calculator (and savings calculator) – calculates power consumption on
enterprise printing based on the technical power consumption of infrastructure, the
configuration of standby and sleep modes and the power consumed during printing.
Optimal Print Services Framework (OPSF) – assists the client with a framework that will
ensure an optimal design and configuration.

OPS Framework
Step 1 – Asset360 Snapshot
Fineprint acknowledges that it would require a substantial motivation or business case to implement
a new business strategy such as OPS. For this reason, we have developed a product called Asset360
Snapshot to assist with a pre-audit to qualify the projected values of OPS.
Fineprint will produce a fixed field excel spreadsheet that contains a request for financial and
demand information from a client’s printing infrastructure. Once completed this spreadsheet is
uploaded into Asset360 to provide a comprehensive report on the projected savings and efficiency
improvements.
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Fineprint offer Asset360 snapshot at risk to assist the client with a comprehensive report that will
assist with the business case to develop an OPS strategy.

Step 2 – Detailed assessment
Due to the fact that OPS is data dependent, a more in-depth assessment is performed to drive the
new technical architectural design in line with the precision strategies above. The following
assessments are done:
•

•
•

Detailed cost assessment (Table 7) – develop a comprehensive profit and loss account with
industry benchmarking for enterprise printing, which is key to understand all financial
commitments and to measure savings accurately;
Demand assessment (Tables 5,6) – Evaluate and benchmark demand patterns (information
also fed into the technical assessment)
Technical assessment (Tables 1 – 4) – assess the physical and network infrastructure, Green
IT compliance, environmental factors, etc.

Step 3 - Strategy session
Fineprint developed an OPS strategy framework to conclude between internal stakeholders such as
Finance, IT (infrastructure, networks, architecture), procurement, legal, etc.
The strategy session was designed to facilitate commercial and technical sessions with a client, who
after understanding the pros and cons of various market strategies and offerings approve a detailed
enterprise print strategy.
The strategy session ends at the sign-off of a detailed Enterprise Print Strategy.

Step 4 – Sourcing
Fineprint developed a sourcing model called Tenderpro, a technical tender facilitation product that
takes the outcome of the design and strategy into detailed tender specifications.
Fineprint has managed over thirty large enterprise print tenders over the past ten years and refined
the tender process to a fine art.
Tenderpro will ensure that the client can effectively procure and contract an OPS service with an
extremely comprehensive tender.

Step 5 – Initiation (turn-around)
Fineprint will assist with technical expertise to assist a client with the initiation of a designed
solution. Fineprint has again good frameworks to assist with the design and implementation of an
initiation or turn-around strategy.

Step 6 – lifecycle management
Post-initiation, Fineprint assist clients with monthly reporting and quarterly reviews on services
offered to ensure that the OPS environment remain optimal within a dynamic, constantly changing
environment.

Step 7 – Disposal
The client will dispose of written-off assets in line with the approved strategy and their internal asset
disposal policies.
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Close
An Optimal Printing Solution is generally aimed at large enterprise clients but can be successfully
implemented in medium-large or medium sized enterprises.
The OPS methodology further allows for general office printing, but also informal and formal
production printing environments.
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